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Dear Mr. Ahearne:

Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy (SE2) supports
President Carter's view, of December 8, 1979, that "we must resume
the licensing process promptly so that new (nuclear") plants,

,,

which we need to reduce our dependence on foreign oil, can be
built and operated."

-

.

SE2 also urges that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
proceed without delay with the licensing of those plants which
have already been built and are ready for fueling. We do so for
several reasons:

1. All of the various committees and- study groups that
have investigated Three Mile Island have found that its
shortcomings were related predominantly to human factors, i

such_as operator performance, regulatory framework, gov '
|ernmental response, and general attitudes of the mind. l

Equipment problems (valve operation, panel arrangement,
etc.), which caused or contributed to the malfunction,
were of secondary importance. Most of the suggested .

improvements are in the'~ar'eas of governmental preparedness,
emergency response, operator training, and regulatory
procedures--all of which are general in nature and.not
specific to the operation of particular plants.

We see no reason why the licensing process should be
delayed while the Commission sorts out shorreomings which !
are other than technological. We.therefore submit that the !licensing of the individual, completed nuclear power units
should proceed simultan'eously with the efforts of the NRC
to improve its overall safety posture.
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2. It is our judgment that the necessary safety improve-
ments 'can be developed and implemented safely without delay-,

' ing the growth of our nuclear power production. Nuclear
hardware is designed and constructed with'a degree of fore-
thought and caution unparallelled in technological history.-

According to the conclusion of the President's Commission
on TMI, though the accident at Three Mile Island was serious,

'

the current state of nuclear technology proved sufficient to,
_ insure the physical safety of the surrounding population.
. 'As the report indicates, the results of the event were neither
^

, catastrophic nor near-catastrophic. We are confident that-

" nuclear power, having accumulated an excellent saf'ety record,-

,

can be made.even more reliable and secure without our having- -

,to interrupt its current expansion programs. We favor the.

orderly introduction of new facilities with the continuing
improvement of existing units.

3. We are facing events which may lead to a sudden drying-up
of some major sources of crude oil. The potential conse-
quences of this for the economics of the United States and
the West may be disastrous unless we promptly put to use

..every other available source of energy. Viewed in this con-
text, the potential risks of using and expanding nuclear
power truly arejminiscule when compared with the real risks
that f ace us if we do not continue to develop our nuclear
option.

As the President, himself, has pointed out, the nuclear
plants which remain idle despite their completion could
save the country 200,000 barrels of oil per day. The fin-
ishing of plants under construction would further reduce our
dependence on foreign oil, and contribute to easing our
chronic foreign-trade imbalance.

Last fall, the Commission expressed readiness to resume its
licensing of nuclear plants. More recently,.however, it seems to
have moved in the opposite direction, and has mentioned delays of
,possibly up to two years. Surely this vacillation by the Commis-
sion is not justifiable by scientific fact; nor does su'ch a
performance by a regulatory agency enhance its credibility with
uhe public. ' It appears to some that the Commission has succumbed
to.its own' perception of the political climate in nuclear matters.

SE2, however, rea'ds a more encoura'ging atmosphere for nuclear
energy: the Congress, for example, has repeatedly refused to
initiate nuclear power-related moratoria, and has agreed with the
need for putting the completed plants into operation; states are
increasingly urging the Federal Government to take leadership in
the advancement of nuclear power. For example, New York's Governor
Carey has recently recuested the government to "act quickly to -

give this nation a sense of confidence in nuclear energy."
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A heavy and singular burden lies on the shoulders of the NRC.
The current licensing inaction of your Commission may preclude
the availability of future critical options for the United States.
T h~u s , the de facto responsibility of the NRC at this time greatly

-

transcends the narrow confines of its statutory obligations. We,
of SE2, f eel ,tiat the Nuclear Regulatory Commission should act
with conviction on the basis of its understanding of scientific .

fact, and proceed to discharge with alacrity its legally mandated
duty--the licensing of power plants within an established, regu-
latory framework--while incorporating simultaneously into the -

~
'process the new insights from the TMI experience.
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Attached is a telegram, recently sent to the President, and
signed by six academic scientists, which comments on the subject
mattcr raised in this communication.

'

Sincerely,
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Frederick Seitz
Chairman
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Miro M. Todorovich
Executive Secretary
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Telecram:. President of the United States
.

'

The Iranian crisis will cause a severe pil short'ags in the coming year.
The consequences of this could be alleviate'd by putting into operation .

.he six nuclear plants which are completed and ready'for use. There is no
reascnable doubt that they can be operated safely. Their enercy output
will replace 200,000 barrels of oil per day -- a substantial part of .the
oil previously imported from Iran. We urge you to do all in your power.to . -

havs these plants operating as soon as possible. .

~
.

Nuclear plants now under construction, when operating, will replace several
times the amount of oil imported from Iran during 1978. These plants should.

'

be corpleted and in operation as soon as possible. -
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Hans Bethe
,

Tom Pigford ''

. Fred Seit:
Edward Teller,
Alvin Weinberg
Eugene Wigner
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